USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10205.10

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Amb_Shurlock says:
ACTION: THE GENEVA IS CURRENTLY IN ORBIT AROUND GALEN IV. THE TZENKETHI REPRESENTATIVE AND THE KLINGON AMBASSADOR ARE NOW PRESENT. EVERYONE IS AWAITING THE ARRIVAL OF THE TALARIAN REPRESENTATIVE.
CIV_Taal says:
::has hands behind his back::
FCO_Fa says:
::in TR and looks at the XO and the Ambassador and the other person they just brought onboard::
TO_Usimov says:
::waiting for the remainder of our guests::
T_CO_Gorlen says:
::stands in the transporter room looking at his hosts::
CO_Tucker says:
::In sickbay, twiddling his thumbs::
CIV_Taal says:
::looks at the 'diplomats'::
FCO_Fa says:
T_CO: Welcome aboard, Captain Gorlen.
XO_Eden says:
::In TR 1::  T_CO:  Welcome to the USS Geneva, Captain Gorlen.
CNS_Bauer says:
::In quarters replicating a couple new uniforms::
Host Amb_K`laas says:
::bows to Gorlen::
CSO_Shras says:
:: in Sickbay, on the other side of the force field, facing the Captain ::
EO_Chapu says:
:: in ENG, running around, getting materials straightened out and such ::
T_CO_Gorlen says:
FCO: Took you long enough. ::scowls::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Exist TL and goes over to Tactical::
FCO_Fa says:
T_CO: My apologies captain.  ::tries not to coward under the scowl and looks over at the XO to see what she's gonna do next::
Host Amb_Shurlock says:
ACTION: A TALARIAN SHIP APPROACHES RAPIDLY BUT IGNORES ANY HAILS
FCO_Fa says:
<T'mone> ::on bridge, at helm::
EO_Chapu says:
:: moves towards the central console to increase power flow through the engines ::
CIV_Taal says:
::raises eyebrow::
XO_Eden says:
::Clears her throat to disperse the tension... seems she'll be doing that a lot::  Amb/CO:  Ambassador, Captain, I believe we're still waiting for the Talarian Representative?
T_CO_Gorlen says:
FCO: Well let's get on with it.
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow and attempts to continue hails::
TO_Usimov says:
::looks to CIV to see what needs to be done::
CNS_Bauer says:
::places his latest ruined one in the recycler::
CIV_Taal says:
::notices TO looking his way::
FCO_Fa says:
<T'mone> CTO: The Talarian is still approaching at high warp.  ::notes concern in voice::
T_CO_Gorlen says:
XO: Delays, delays, you people are very inept.
OPS_Cailand says:
CTO: A Talarian ship is fast approaching and ignoring hails.
CSO_Shras says:
CO: How do you feel?
Host Amb_K`laas says:
Eden: Yes, we are... ::waves a hand, ushering the Tzenkethi off the transporter pad::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
#Com: Geneva: Federation ship Geneva... This message is to inform you that the Talarian delegation has arrived
CTO_Asmodeius says:
T'mone: Are their weapons charged?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
OPS: Continue to try and hail them.
T_CO_Gorlen says:
::nods curtly to the Ambassador::
OPS_Cailand says:
CTO: They are hailing.
FCO_Fa says:
XO: I know the conference and the debate are supposed to happen in Galen IV.. On the planet... Perhaps we should beam them there and um.. set up while we wait?  ::looks at the T_CO and the Amb:: T_CO/Amb: With your approval of course...?
XO_Eden says:
T_CO: My apologies Captain.  We just took over this mission; please excuse us if things are just slightly unorganized.
TO_Usimov says:
::shrugs shoulders::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Has had his work out, a sonic shower and a clean uniform now to put on::
CIV_Taal says:
::still standing at attention::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
OPS: Put them on.
Host Amb_K`laas says:
Eden: That would be acceptable.
TO_Usimov says:
::standing at attention::
OPS_Cailand says:
::places Shurlok on the view screen quickly::
Host Amb_Shurlock says:
#Com: Geneva: Federation ship Geneva, Ambassador Shurlok will transport to the site of the discussions shortly
T_CO_Gorlen says:
::moves to the XO's side:: XO: Very well, but this is highly irregular.
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: Cmdr. Shras, when do you expect that I will be allowed to return to duty?
FCO_Fa says:
<T'mone> CTO: They are dropping out of warp.  ::notes of relief in his voice::
CNS_Bauer says:
::gets dressed:: Goliath: I'm ready... just in case I'm needed for the negotiations.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
COM: Shurlok: Talarian ship: Copy that.
FCO_Fa says:
XO: I will notify the security team.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
T'mone: Keep an eye on them.
CSO_Shras says:
CO: That depends on how much you have recovered, depending on the doctors and counselor evaluations....
OPS_Cailand says:
::continues monitoring the ship systems, still very curious as to the identity of the Ambassador::
FCO_Fa says:
*CTO*: Sir, we are ready to beam the ambassador and captain Gorlen to the surface.  Do you have a security team that you can accompany and escort our guests?
T_CO_Gorlen says:
::grunts slightly as he's getting more impatient by the moment::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*XO*: Sir Ambassador Shurlok will be beaming down to site shortly sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
<GOLIATH> ::gives a ‘I could give a %$#&’ look and goes back to sleep::
FCO_Fa says:
<T'mone> CTO: Understood, sir.  ::nervously runs his fingers through his thick red, flaming hair::
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: Well, the hallucinations have stopped.... it's just that I am getting kind of anxious to do something.
XO_Eden says:
*CTO*: Understood.  Assure him that we will meet him there with Ambassador K'laas and Captain Gorlen.
EO_Chapu says:
:: checks TAC stuff and is surprised that there is an error there ::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*FCO_FA*: Yes TO_Usimov is handling the security arrangements.
CIV_Taal says:
::waiting for the diplomats to leave TR1 so they can escort them::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*XO*: Will do sir.
FCO_Fa says:
*CTO*: Aye sir.   ::frowns at the additional delay::
TO_Usimov says:
::still standing at attention::
FCO_Fa says:
*TO*: Lt. Fa to Ens. Usimov.  They are ready to beam the delegates down to the surface.  Will you please join us in TR1, along with your detailed security team?
CSO_Shras says:
CO: I must remind you that you killed three men and wounded one...
CNS_Bauer says:
::Exits quarters goes to SB to see how the CO is doing if as good as I think perhaps we could get the ok to have him in his own quarters::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
ACTION: THE TALARIAN SHIP MOLOTH ARRIVES AND MOVES QUICKLY INTO ORBIT
CSO_Shras says:
I fear you will be facing court martial when we return...
CTO_Asmodeius says:
COM: Shurlok: Talarian ship: Ambassador K’laas and Captain Gorlen will meet you there.
EO_Chapu says:
*Bridge Tactical Station*: Engineering to Tactical Station.
TO_Usimov says:
*FCO*:  Yes, we will be on our way
CIV_Taal says:
FCO: Lieutenant, she is already here. As am I to escort our guests.
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: you don't think I know that?  Sitting in here is only making that worse....
CO_Tucker says:
::Sits up in his bed::
TO_Usimov says:
CIV: FCO would like us to join them in the TR1.
XO_Eden says:
::Watches the security team walk into the TR and beam down first::
TO_Usimov says:
::entering TR1::
FCO_Fa says:
*TO*: Thank you!  Fa out.
CSO_Shras says:
CO: But you must understand that under procedures you cannot return to command until then..... but that decision is for Commander Eden to make....
TO_Usimov says:
*FCO*: You are most welcome
CIV_Taal says:
::enters TR1::
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: Well, I can't just sit here.
T_CO_Gorlen says:
::taps his foot:: All: Well, let's get on with this!
XO_Eden says:
:: Motions for the CIV, TO, and FCO to get on the Transporter padd::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
<John>: Tactical station here.
CNS_Bauer says:
::enters SB::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
ACTION: THE TALARIAN AMBASSADOR TRANSPORTS TO THE MEETING SITE ON THE PLANET BELOW
OPS_Cailand says:
::had hoped to accompany the negotiation team to meet Amb. K'laas...as she is sure he may not remember her.... but her experiences of watching Kiar in action could come in handy... then again, she is needed here::
CO_Tucker says:
Computer: Computer, Release sickbay force field, authorization Tango 379.
EO_Chapu says:
Computer:  Computer, run a Level 3 diagnostic on all Tactical systems.
CIV_Taal says:
::gets on transporter pad::
XO_Eden says:
::Steps onto the padd also:: Amb/T_CO: Ambassador, Captain... we'll beam down now.
TO_Usimov says:
::getting on Transporter pad::
CSO_Shras says:
CO: First, I will ask both the doctor and counselor to do a quick evaluation of your condition....
T_CO_Gorlen says:
::steps onto the padd::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
<John>: EO: What you need.
CO_Tucker says:
<Computer> CO: Unable to comply.
FCO_Fa says:
::nods as the others step on the Pad and fingers over the controls:: ALL: Good luck!
FCO_Fa says:
::keys in a few commands, and waits for the XO's signal::
CIV_Taal says:
<Berlin> CO: The doctor told me to release you.
XO_Eden says:
FCO: Energize.
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO/CO: Hello gentlemen. How are we this evening?
FCO_Fa says:
::runs her fingers up the controls and watches the others disappear in a shimmering blue streams of light::
CO_Tucker says:
Computer: Computer, override sequence Alpha 471.
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@:;appears at the meeting site's location::
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: Ummmm what's up?
CSO_Shras says:
CNS: The Captain seems to be himself again, could you do an evaluation and recommendation for Commander Eden?
CIV_Taal says:
<Berlin> ::releases force field in sickbay::
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: Sure.
EO_Chapu says:
*John*:  How are your readouts of all the systems?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Goes to and looks at CO::
CSO_Shras says:
CO: It is useless; you know we disabled your command codes since long....
CIV_Taal says:
<Berlin> CO: The doctor would like you to report to sickbay tomorrow for a checkup.
FCO_Fa says:
::close controls and steps out of the TR, it's time to return to the bridge::
CO_Tucker says:
::The force field drops and I walk out nonchalantly::  CNS: Hello Counselor.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
<John>: EO: Read out show everything fine, will run a check on systems if need be.
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::tugs on his jacket:: XO: Commander, this is your party, lead on.
XO_Eden says:
@::Materializes and begins to lead the way to the meeting site nearby::
CIV_Taal says:
@::materializes, takes out tricorder and starts scanning::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: What's your name? What’s my name? And finally, do you remember what has happened to you?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
<John>: EO: Sir.
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@::follows behind Eden, glancing this way and that::
CIV_Taal says:
@::follows XO::
FCO_Fa says:
::goes into the TL::  TL: Bridge, deck1.
EO_Chapu says:
*John*:  Please do so.  I am reading an error with the Phaser Inverter.
TO_Usimov says:
@::follows the rest of the group::
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::follows K'laas and the others::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::<John> begins to run a check of the weapons and defensive systems::
XO_Eden says:
@::Keeps getting a feeling that K'laas is going to run her over::
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: Zach, I am feeling much better... and yes, unfortunately I do remember what has happened.
EO_Chapu says:
<Computer> EO:  Diagnostic complete.
OPS_Cailand says:
::continues with her normal duties, attempting to keep herself occupied::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
<John>: *EO*: Will do sir and will pay close attention to the phase inverter, sir.
CIV_Taal says:
<Berlin> ::scans CO:: CO: Captain, you're in perfect health.
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
ACTION: THE TALARIAN AMBASSADOR HAD DECIDED HE NEEDED TO BE TO THE MEETING SITE BEFORE THE OTHERS AND TRANSPORTS DOWN DIRECTLY FROM HIS SHIP
EO_Chapu says:
:: opens and starts reading the report ::
CSO_Shras says:
CO: Captain I will have to ask you to return to your bed now...
EO_Chapu says:
*John*:  Thank you.  Chapu' out.
CIV_Taal says:
@::checks tricorder readings::
FCO_Fa says:
::feels the TL lurches and grips the wall::  Self: Say what?!
CIV_Taal says:
@XO: Commander, I'm reading one Talarian life sign ahead.
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@::stands impatiently awaiting the others to arrive::
TO_Usimov says:
::eying Civ, to see what is in order for us::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
<John>: *EO*: Have run a systems check and see the error to and it looks like a power build up can you confirm or deny it, sir.
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@::walks up to the meeting table and greets the Talarian::
CSO_Shras says:
*XO*: Commander, according to the doctor, Captain Tucker is well again
FCO_Fa says:
::finally gets up to the bridge and walks off of it a little shaken::  CTO: That TL .. I swear, it's trying to kill me.
XO_Eden says:
@::Stops nearing the table and lets the diplomats do their job::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Then you will understand that you and I will have to do some talking before I can clear you for duty.
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: I am not returning to my bed... but if you like, you can secure the door while I undergo this checkup.
CIV_Taal says:
@::puts away tricorder::
XO_Eden says:
@*CSO*: Has the toxin been eradicated from his neural pathways completely?
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow at the FCO, noticing that the power systems are functioning normally in that part of the ship...::
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::moves to the table and takes a seat, still grunting his impatience::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@::nods to K’laas in acknowledgement::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
FCO_Fa: What is the problem with the TL?
EO_Chapu says:
*John*:  Power Build-Up Is . . . .  Confirmed.  Thank you.  I will start working on repairs.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I want to proceed with some caution Sir. We have time. Lets do it right.
CSO_Shras says:
*XO*: According to scanners yes he is free of it....
Commodore_Ayso says:
@::Enters meeting::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@::waits to be addressed formerly::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@All: I am Ambassador Shurlok, from the Talarian Hegemony
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: Did Dr. Tunik go with Cmdr. Eden?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
<John>: *EO*: Thank you sir and glad we caught it before it became a problem sir.
FCO_Fa says:
CTO: Dunno.  I just fly the ship.  ::shakes her head::  It was lurching a bit.. a bit of a rough ride.  Nothing too much to worry about.  Maybe it's supposed to do that?
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@Goren: I'd like to introduce you to the Talarian representative, Ambassador Shurlok.
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: Yes, we do definitely need to talk... about a lot of things.  But I want you to know that I am still concerned about my ship and want updated on our status ASAP.
EO_Chapu says:
*John*:  So am I. . . . Chapu' out.
CSO_Shras says:
CNS: I think so
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::raises an eyebrow and nods::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I think we can arrange that
XO_Eden says:
@*CSO*: Inform Captain Tucker of what has happened.  I'll be back on the Geneva as soon as the negotiations conclude, or take a hiatus.
OPS_Cailand says:
::silently fumes, wondering if they realized a problem should be reported to her, as she is Operations, and if there is a problem in the system, she should find it while she is working on it.... oh well....::
CSO_Shras says:
CO: Then you could have asked me Captain; after all I am still the second officer....
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@Shurlok: I'd like to introduce Ult Goren of the Tzenkethi Empire... and our hosts, Commander Eden of the Geneva.
TO_Usimov says:
@::standing at attention beside the table::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@::nods with an air of suspicion and mistrust::
CIV_Taal says:
@::raises eyebrow, remains at attention::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
FCO_Fa: Well make a report to engineering; it should have been a smooth ride unless it was moving at emergency speeds.
CNS_Bauer says:
*Bridge*: This is Lt. Bauer who is in the Captain’s seat?
FCO_Fa says:
::nods:: CTO: Aye, sir.   ::plops herself in her chair after T'mone leaves::  *EO*: Bridge to engineering..
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: I am just giving the Counselor my priorities; I expect a full report from you, as usual.
OPS_Cailand says:
::has enough and raises her voice:: FCO: The TL system is read by my sensors as functioning normally. Would you prefer it if I checked it out regardless?
EO_Chapu says:
:: re-routes all power from where the build-up is ::
CSO_Shras says:
CO: We have arrived to the negotiation and relieved the Apache; Commander Eden is planetside with the Klingon ambassador and the Talarian and Tzenkethi representatives....
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*CNS*: That would be me councilor.
FCO_Fa says:
::looks over at the OPS:: OPS: Would you?  Please?  I almost got sick.
CSO_Shras says:
CO: As soon as the counselor gives the ok I'll follow you to the bridge were we will be able to monitor the events
EO_Chapu says:
*FCO*:  Engineering here.  Lt. Chapu' speaking.  Which way can I go insane for you?
CO_Tucker says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: CSO: Why have we relieved the Apache?
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods her head, eyes flashing a little less:: FCO: I will always, provided I am told of such problems. 
FCO_Fa says:
::grins over at the OPS:: OPS: Thanks.
CNS_Bauer says:
CTO: The Captain would like regular reports, please see to it he is kept informed. What is the current status?
CIV_Taal says:
@::going over weapon specs in his mind::
EO_Chapu says:
:: starts re-calibrating and cleaning the power transfer ::
FCO_Fa says:
*EO*: I just thought you might want to know that Turbolift 1 needs a check up or something.  I was just in it, and it was... well.. lurching.  My stomach didn't like that very well, I'm afraid.
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@All: Can we agree to sit down? ::grips his chair::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
OPS: While you are at it you might want to a ship wide check by the sounds of it from what I have over heard from Tactical it might be a good idea.
OPS_Cailand says:
::turns back to her sensors, feeling slightly better, and begins running a complete diagnostic on the TL::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*CNS*: Will do.
XO_Eden says:
@::Takes an appropriate seat::
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods to the CTO:: CTO: I am currently beginning complete analysis of all systems. Shall I report my findings to you when completed?
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::rolls his eyes:: K'laas: Open your eyes man, I've been sitting since we arrived!
CSO_Shras says:
CO: Wasn't it our orders in the first place? Apparently they were not welcomed.....
CTO_Asmodeius says:
OPS: Please do I will need a report for the Captain?
EO_Chapu says:
*FCO*:  All right, Lt.  I will get to that as soon as I can.
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: Do you think the XO would be peeved with me if I were to ask her something for the CO?
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@::begins to sit in his chair and watches as the others follow suit::
FCO_Fa says:
*EO*: Thank you, Lt. Chapu.
OPS_Cailand says:
CTO: Aye. ::returns to her job, beginning analysis of the Science and rechecking the Tactical and TL systems::
TO_Usimov says:
@::still standing at attention, thinking this will be a long meeting::
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: No, actually it wasn't, the Apache was supposed to handle the Diplomatic side.  Something must have happened.
Commodore_Ayso says:
@Amb_K'laas: Would you like to begin?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*CO*: Sir the delegation has gone to the surface with no trouble to report, but we seem to have a series of systems malfunctions going on and are in the process of trying to run them down.
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::glances at the TO and gives her a little smile::
CSO_Shras says:
CNS: Remember she is in the middle of negotiations, maybe you can ask me?
CSO_Shras says:
CO: All I know for sure is that they could no longer stay here
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@::glances at the Commodore:: All: We're all here to see if we can put aside the bitter mistrust your two races have fostered between each other and put the paste behind us in a hope for a more glorious future.
TO_Usimov says:
@::glances back at T_CO_Gorlen and smiles at him::
EO_Chapu says:
:: has trouble with cleaning the power transfer recoils ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::notices the aft sensors are slightly out of alignment, and contacts an Engineering team to take care of it or at least thinks about it, but decides to take care of it herself.... ahh, the art of multi-tasking::
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: Well Raine and I have designed what we feel would be proper and safe quarters for the Captain and would like to have him go there now and left to rest and relax a bit.
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: They just need the ok
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@Amb_K'laas: What makes you think we will ever trust these.......  these creatures
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::watches K'laas then looks at the TO again::
XO_Eden says:
@::Studies the reactions between the Talarian and Tzenkethi::
CSO_Shras says:
CNS: If the captains is not opposed to it.....
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@Shurlok: You must learn to trust them. Your mutual battles and in fighting have made you both weak. You must end this or a more powerful force will dominate both your worlds.
TO_Usimov says:
@::glances around room to be sure no one is paying attention, then looks at T_CO_Gorlen again::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
FCO_Fa: What is the current status of the Talarian vessel?
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: To be honest, I would rather be on the bridge...  It's where I belong.  ::Looks to the CSO:: With an appropriate escort, of course.
CIV_Taal says:
@::raises eyebrow and the actions of the diplomats::
Commodore_Ayso says:
@::Watches , trying to decide how to help::
CSO_Shras says:
CNS: Can it wait for later?
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::turns swiftly and looks at Shurlok:: Shurlok: How dare you! You call us creatures? Why you pompous excuse for breathing cell sack!
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Well Sir, not even Starfleet Captains can have their way ALL the time. Besides I thought you'd be glad to get out of here
FCO_Fa says:
::checks:: CTO: Still in orbit sir.
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@Gorlen: Enough! ::loudly::
XO_Eden says:
@T_CO: Captain Gorlen!  Please try to stay calm!
FCO_Fa says:
CTO: The are in standard orbit around the planet as well...
EO_Chapu says:
:: modifies the power transfer module to be more efficient ::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@Gorlen: Who are you calling a cell sack, you useless warmongering fool
CIV_Taal says:
@::raises eyebrow again::
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@K'laas: You tell him to watch his language! I will not listen to such drivel!
TO_Usimov says:
@::whispers to CIV:: CIV: what do you think of these talks?
OPS_Cailand says:
::finishes the sensor system analysis, and notes that nothing besides a minor sensor misalignment was discovered, she moves on to Tactical:: FCO: I found nothing from Operations side wrong with the TL, besides a slightly misaligned track. I will contact Engineering with my findings for their later reference and repair.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
FCO_Fa: Let's be sure that no surprise happen while those peace talks are going, I would hate to loose anyone on my watch.
CSO_Shras says:
CO/CNS: Perhaps we can all go to the bridge were you two can talk while we look at what happens down there and wait the return of commander Eden....
CIV_Taal says:
@::whispers:: TO: It doesn't bode well.
XO_Eden says:
@Shurlok/Gorlen: The borders of your races are so close in proximity.  Would it not be far more prudent if you acted as allies instead of enemies?
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@::slams his fist on the table:: Goren/Shurlok: You will both listen, and you will both speak. Otherwise both your empires are ripe for the plunder.
FCO_Fa says:
::purses her lips:: CTO: I am sure the Talarians are monitoring us .... as much as we're monitoring them... so...
FCO_Fa says:
::sets up sensors to keep tabs on the Talarian ship::
CIV_Taal says:
@::raises eyebrow at 'ripe for the plunder'::
TO_Usimov says:
@::whispers back:: CIV: I think we are in for a long meeting here.
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: Have a security team escort us... as a contingency.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: can we just go look at Captain Raine and I busted are.... we work hard on it.
OPS_Cailand says:
CTO: In that case, I wish to add that the Talarian ship was on full alert status when they arrived; I would surmise they are expecting a battle.
Commodore_Ayso says:
@ALL: Please, this will get us nowhere
EO_Chapu says:
:: returns the power flow to its regular "river flow" ::
CIV_Taal says:
@::whispers:: TO: This is your first away mission?
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: Thank you.  I wish there was another turbolift.... a backup or something.. That goes to the bridge. ::chuckles and goes back to configuring the sensors:::
CSO_Shras says:
CO: Don't fear, if you pull something like the last time I'll kill you myself..... you nearly had me last time....
CTO_Asmodeius says:
FCO_Fa: I would be surprised if they where not doing that but with the trouble we had in getting here from them let just be careful and keep an eye on them I want to know if they power up weapons or change positions.
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@::reaches across the table and slaps both the Ambassadors::
TO_Usimov says:
@::whispers:: CIV: you are correct - this is the first.
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: What?
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::stands and walks over to Shurlok:: Shurlok: Now repeat that to my face you foul-mouthed slime devil!
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@All: .... perhaps now you will listen!
Commodore_Ayso says:
@AMB_K'laas:: Amb. Sit down and refrain from striking anyone again
CIV_Taal says:
@::whispers:: TO: Get used to it. Long away missions are common.
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: I would expect nothing less Commander.
FCO_Fa says:
CTO: Understood, sir.  I will let you know as soon as they do something.... out of the ordinary.
XO_Eden says:
@::Straightens up more in her chair wondering if the Klingon Ambassador is insane... or a genius::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Do you want to go and see what Cailand and I have set up for you.... better accommodations than here at Chez Tunique's
OPS_Cailand says:
FCO: Lieutenant, I wish to inquire if you know the reason minor stress fractures were detected in the Engines. They have been repaired, but efficiency dropped and had the factors been larger, I fear events would not have turned out... as pleasant.
CSO_Shras says:
CO/CNS: I made my decision, let's wait for commander Eden on the bridge....
TO_Usimov says:
@::whispers:: CIV: Oh, thank you for the warning... and do we do anything but stand at attention?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
FCO_Fa: That would be good
CIV_Taal says:
@::whispers:: TO: Especially missions involving escorting diplomats. Very rarely do these missions end briefly.
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@::out of respect for their association with the Klingon, he sits::
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@K'laas: You dare strike a Captain of the fleet?
EO_Chapu says:
:: finds that the error has dissipated ::
CSO_Shras says:
CO/CNS: Counselor, your first then the captain and then me :: shows the sick bay doors ::
TO_Usimov says:
@::whispers:: CIV: Have you noticed that T_CO_Gorlen keeps looking at me?
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@All: If you wish to act like a Targ in heat, I'll be happy to treat you like one. ::stands and leaves the table:: All: When you are serious about peace, I will return.
CIV_Taal says:
@::whispers:: TO: If the Ambassadors are attacked, we will provide security for them. But until then, we will remain at attention.
CO_Tucker says:
CNS: Later....
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::grumbles under his breath::
CIV_Taal says:
@::raises eyebrow, whispers:: TO: No, I did not notice.
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: Thank you for keeping me informed.  ::smiles::
Commodore_Ayso says:
@ALL: Please, Calm down....... ::Stands::
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: All right, but unless you need me on the bridge I have other things I could do. Besides Cmdr. your doing my job great...keep it up.
CIV_Taal says:
@::looks at Gorlen::
FCO_Fa says:
CTO: Understood.
OPS_Cailand says:
::pauses to adjust the sensor analysis scans and then continues adding notes to her report to hand to the CSO::
CO_Tucker says:
::Quickly dons his uniform before leaving sickbay::
EO_Chapu says:
:: starts to work on Turbo Lift 1 ::
XO_Eden says:
@Shurlok/Gorlen: Now, shall we continue with meaningful discussion or should the UFP depart and leave you to your bickering?
TO_Usimov says:
@::whispers:: CIV: Well, keep watching him...I hope they aren't attacked, after all you know we Bajorans don't like to use force.
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow:: FCO: I was inquiring if you knew the reason the fractures occurred in the first place.
CSO_Shras says:
:: the security team, the captain and Shras leaves sickbay and enter the nearest TL for the bridge ::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@K'laas: Why would we want to settle with the Tzenkethi? After all they have perpetrated on the Talarians... they attack without regard, pillage for their own benefit, kill innocents
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: No, ma'am.  I just know that the TL was doing something that it shouldn't.  ::grins::
CIV_Taal says:
@::whispers:: TO: Vulcans only use violence as a last course of action.
Commodore_Ayso says:
@AMB_K'laas: Return to your seat
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@XO: You I will deal with, but not that piece of garbage. ::points to Shurlok::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Stays behind puzzled and a bit offended::
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@::thinks that is what is wrong with Federation negotiators, they are never willing to act on their threats ... returns to his seat duly::
OPS_Cailand says:
::her eyebrows inch further up her forehead:: FCO: The Engines. Stress Fractures.....in the Engines....::is about ready to give up asking her::
TO_Usimov says:
@::whispers:  CIV: Thank goodness for that. ::standing at attention and shifting weight::
Commodore_Ayso says:
@ALL: I'm sure peace would be beneficial to all involved
CSO_Shras says:
:: the group enters the bridge ::
XO_Eden says:
@Shurlok/Gorlen: Peace can only come after you two are civil to each other.  ::Glares at Gorlen::
FCO_Fa says:
OPS:  Oh.....   ::laughs:: Sorrrry...  I was.. um. busy.  ::looks at the configuration she was doing:: But the answer is still the same.  No ma'am.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Sees the CO enter the Bridge:: ALL: Captain on the Bridge. ::Stands up::
Commodore_Ayso says:
@::Nods at XO's statement::
EO_Chapu says:
:: checks the stability of the TL ::
CO_Tucker says:
::Walks on to the Bridge::  CTO: Report!
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@::eyes the XO, thinks she might make a good partner::
OPS_Cailand says:
::goes to a perfect attention::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Decides to take the rest of the day off. Heads to Holodeck::
CSO_Shras says:
:: let the CO get the reports, but makes sure the security team is keeping an eye on him ::
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@:;walks over to K'laas:: Amb: He speaks of peace and yet he does not stop his attacks on us. We have lost millions of our young in this war.
CSO_Shras says:
:: walks to the executive seat ::
CO_Tucker says:
::Walks over to his chair and sits in it::
Commodore_Ayso says:
@::Sits back down hoping to make some headway::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@XO: Perhaps if you could show us how, we are warriors here
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir the delegation is on the surface and appears to be no trouble on that front, we seem to have a series of systems problem but are checking them out now sir.
FCO_Fa says:
::looks over at the CO and stands at attention::
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@Goren: As have they, Ult Goren. The Tzenkethi aren't the only ones to have lost children to this battle.
CSO_Shras says:
CTO: What king of system problems?
FCO_Fa says:
::thinks about the OPS question for moment:: OPS: Actually...........  ::turns to look at her::  When we first arrived at the T/T border, we were in this asteroid belt.. and Commander Shras told me to hold the ship still.. but...
CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Very well.
EO_Chapu says:
:: finds the problem in the stability, so he goes on to repair the stability ::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: The Talarian vessel is in a standard orbit at the moment, but I am watching them closely for I fear that there might be trouble.
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::K'laas: Perhaps not, but they declared war on my people and took the first deadly steps.
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: But that wouldn't have been a smart thing to do because of the gravity shears... Did it .. did it stress and harm the engines after all?  I tried to minimize it... but...
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@Goren: Then you can take the last ... together, perhaps.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Arrives at Holodeck 2 as Holodeck one is set up for the CO::
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: Laws of gravity.. is.. well... unbreakable.
XO_Eden says:
@Shurlok: Ambassador K'laas is also a warrior, yet he also works as a peacemaker.  All it takes is to put aside whatever differences the Tzenkethi and Talarians have had in the past, and look towards the future.
CO_Tucker says:
CTO: The Tzenkethi are also here?
Commodore_Ayso says:
@ALL: The first step is to cease the hostilities, and then perhaps a permanent agreement can be reached
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
ACTION: THE TALARIAN SHIP SUDDENLY MOVES AGRESSIVELY TOWARDS THE TZENKETHI WARSHIP
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@:;grumbles:: K'laas: Hrmmm.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Sir the phaser inverter seems to have developed a power build up for some reason and the turbo lifts seem to be traveling faster then they should.
FCO_Fa says:
CO/CTO: Whoa... alert... the Talarian ship is moving towards the Tzenkethi warship...
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: What's their weapon status?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir.
OPS_Cailand says:
::is tempted to raise her eyebrow, but resists the temptation, her jaw muscles visibly tightening:: FCO: I understand. Yes, I infer that this indeed was the cause of the engine stress frac...::cuts off as a sensor beeps:: CO:I second the FCO's alert.
CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Shields!
FCO_Fa says:
CO/CTO: Should we move in?
CO_Tucker says:
FCO: Move us between them.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Jumps over to tactical and begins to scan the Talarian vessel::
CNS_Bauer says:
COMPUTER: Bauer 1, please.
CSO_Shras says:
CTO: I don't really care about the TL but get those phaser 100% operational and fast.... I don't like Talarians and don't thrust Tzenkethi....
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::glances over at the TO again and winks::
FCO_Fa says:
CO: Aye, Captain.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir. ::Raises shields.::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
ACTION: THE TALARIAN SHIP REFUSES TO RESPOND TO HAILS
CIV_Taal says:
@::Whispers:: TO: I see what you mean.
FCO_Fa says:
::takes the ship, and moves in between the other two::  Self: Cut the crap, you two.
CO_Tucker says:
OPS: Hail BOTH ships.
CSO_Shras says:
FCO: Place us between the ships, now!
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Engineering is right on it sir.
OPS_Cailand says:
::frowns:: CO/CTO: They will not respond to hails... but weapons are not active.
OPS_Cailand says:
::hails the ships again, Talarian and the other::
CSO_Shras says:
CTO: yellow alert!
Host Amb_Shurlok (Yellow Alert.wav)
CNS_Bauer says:
::enters his all to familiar beach program::
TO_Usimov says:
@::winks back at T_CO_Gorlen::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir they are powering weapons sir.
EO_Chapu says:
:: runs into some trouble with the stability, but not to big ::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Puts the ship on yellow alert::
TO_Usimov says:
@::whispers:: CIV: Do I play along, or ignore the beast?
CSO_Shras says:
CTO: then red alert!
CO_Tucker says:
::Nods to the CSO::
Host Amb_Shurlok (Red Alert.wav)
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Puts ship on red alert:: CSO: Yes sir.
OPS_Cailand says:
::frowns:: *EO*: Sensors on the Port side are out of alignment, any correction on this is requested.
CSO_Shras says:
FCO: Place us to prevent them from firing on each other....
CNS_Bauer says:
COMPUTER: replicate some baggies size 32.
OPS_Cailand says:
::begins setting the scans on her console as second-priority, switching to her red alert procedures::
CIV_Taal says:
@::Whispers:: TO: I don't know. There are no protocols for when someone 'winks' at you.
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::moves over near the TO but continues to talk to K'laas:: K’laas: So what is your suggestion to end all these hostilities?
CSO_Shras says:
CO: We need to get them far apart or they'll get to each other’s throat....
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Starts powering up the weapons systems::
EO_Chapu says:
*OPS*:  I'll get on it in a few minutes.
CIV_Taal says:
@::sees Gorlen approaching::
EO_Chapu says:
*Bridge Tactical Station*:  Engineering to Tactical Station.
CSO_Shras says:
*XO*: The Tzenkethi are making a move on the Talarians....
OPS_Cailand says:
*EO*: Understood, I am coping
TO_Usimov says:
@::sees Gorlen approaching and moves toward other side of CIV::
CSO_Shras says:
*XO*: We are placing ourselves between them....
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@::glowers at Goren:: Goren: Put the past behind you ... try to start fresh. Forget what each has done to the other and try to foster a true peace.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*EO*: Tactical here.
FCO_Fa says:
CSO: But sir.. the Captain said....  ::frowns and takes the ship within weapons range, in a spot between the Talarians and Tzenkethians::
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::eyes the TO up and down::
CIV_Taal says:
@::hears the message for the XO::
FCO_Fa says:
::faces the middle so that the Geneva can defend one or the other ship::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@::after thinking about what Eden said, nods:: XO: Perhaps you speak wisely here
TO_Usimov says:
@::wondering what Gorlen is thinking::
EO_Chapu says:
*CTO*: The corrections are in place.  Everything should be fine.
CNS_Bauer says:
COMPUTER: Disable all safety protocols, replicate a hydro-board for me and set the curls at 9 feet::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Permission to give the AT warning of what’s up sir.
OPS_Cailand says:
::regains her firm footing, and continues to run sensors over the two ships, the image displayed on the view screen::
XO_Eden says:
@*CSO*: Good, don't let them start fighting up there either.  We'll make sure the representatives are safe down here.
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
ACTION: THE TALARIAN SHIP MOVES PAST THE GENEVA AND TZENKETHI WITHOUT PROVOCATIVE ACTION
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*EO*: Thanks and from my readings here they are.
EO_Chapu says:
:: places on the finishing touches on the Turbo Lift ::
CSO_Shras says:
OPS: Can you hail them?
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@K'laas: We will consider it, if the Talarians cease all aggressive actions first.
OPS_Cailand says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: CO: They have passed the ship and us with no action taken.
FCO_Fa says:
::blinks:: CO: Looks like they've backed off... I guess we should do the same..?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir they are closing on the Tzenkethi ship sir.
OPS_Cailand says:
CSO: I will attempt once more::
OPS_Cailand says:
::attempts to hail the Talarian ship::
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: They are trying to get the Tzenkethi to fire on them....
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
ACTION: THE AMBASSADOR SHURLOK'S COMMUNICATOR SIGNALS HIM. HE QUICKLY CHECKS.......
CSO_Shras says:
FCO/CTO: Don't thrust them, they are planning something, keep your eyes sharp....
CO_Tucker says:
FCO: Stay between them as best you can.
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@Goren: You will cease aggressive actions together...
EO_Chapu says:
:: starts re-aligning the port sensors ::
FCO_Fa says:
CSO/CO: Understood.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Will do sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Begins to paddle out into the ocean against the surf. The sun on his back and the breeze in his face erase away stress::
FCO_Fa says:
::backs off from the Tzenkethi for a bit, but still between it and the Talarian ship::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@Com: Talarian ship: Stand down you fools, you dare to overstep your boundaries......
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Monitors the Talarian ship real closely::
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@:;sees Shurlok checking his communicator:: All: See! He keeps secrets from you all.
OPS_Cailand says:
::begins to see the sensors come into alignment, and she thanks the EO under her breath, bring the Port sensor readings up::
Commodore_Ayso says:
@ALL: Then we all agree to cease any and all aggressive actions? ::looks around the table::
CSO_Shras says:
OPS: Broadcast on all channels.....This is the Geneva cease all hostile action and return to your former position.... do not force us to take action to separate you.....
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@All: ::embarrassed:: You will excuse my crew, they are anxious for my safety
OPS_Cailand says:
::begins transmitting the CSO's message through all channels::
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@::glowers at Shurlok::
FCO_Fa says:
CO/CSO: This won't look good for the debates...
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@K’laas: Ambassador, can’t you see he is plotting to disrupt this meeting!
CNS_Bauer says:
::Is thinking about approaching Katerina and seeing if she would do the dinner thing with me some night::
XO_Eden says:
@::Looks at both Shurlok and Gorlen with disapproval::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@::returns to table and sits:: All: Perhaps we can come to a conclusion this day, perhaps we can agree to end this senselessness.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Turns around looks and waits for the perfect ride::
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@Shurlok: It was made clear to you that communications devices would not be permitted within the negotiations.
EO_Chapu says:
:: still aligning the sensors ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::It arrives::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@K'laas: Would you prefer I not tell my crew to stand down perhaps?
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@Shurlok: I would prefer your crew not be listening in on this conversation.. ::snatches the communicator from him::
CO_Tucker says:
CSO: They are definitely up to something...
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@::snickers::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Sir, permission to contact the security team of current conditions and to have them keep their eyes open sir.
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@Shurlok: Why do your crew have to stand down? What are they doing up there?
CSO_Shras says:
CTO: Do.
CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Notify your team on the surface of what just happened and tell them to be cautious.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Thank you sir.
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@XO: Commander, contact your ship and find out what is going on.
Commodore_Ayso says:
@Shurlok: Please turn over the communication device:: Reaches out hand as K'laas grabs it::
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::moves behind the TO and rubs his arm against hers as he passes::
EO_Chapu says:
:: finishes the re-alignments ::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*TO_Usimov*: Keep your eye open the Talarians are feeling a little aggressive up here so keep your eyes open and quietly inform the XO about it.
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@XO: Commander, you speak wisely...  and your Federation came to terms with the Klingons... perhaps we should follow your example here..... ::takes hidden knife out and lays it on table....
XO_Eden says:
@Gorlen: My crew will contact me as they see it is needed.
CIV_Taal says:
@::sees Gorlen rubbing himself on TO::
TO_Usimov says:
@*CTO*: Yes sir, thank you for the warning.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Have informed the AT sir.
Commodore_Ayso says:
@::Eyes widen as K'laas places knife on table::
CSO_Shras says:
CTO: What is the situation now?
TO_Usimov says:
@::doesn't know what to do about Gorlen rubbing against her::
OPS_Cailand says:
::observes the situation calming down slightly...okay, not...but she can hope, can't see?::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@Gorlen: Take this knife as an offering towards something more than trying to annihilate ourselves
EO_Chapu says:
*OPS*:  Engineering to Lt. Cailand.  The re-alignments of the Port sensors should be in place.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
*TO*: Inform me immediately if things get hostile down there.
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::sees the knife:: Shurlok: You mock these talks. You bring a weapon with you?
OPS_Cailand says:
*EO*: I see them. Thank you for completely them promptly.
TO_Usimov says:
@*XO*:  May I speak to you quietly, please?
XO_Eden says:
@Gorlen: The Ambassador is offering peace.  Will you not accept?
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@All: You see how they betray your trust?
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
@Gorlen: As if you don't have a weapon on you....  ::laughs heartily::
Host Amb_K`laas says:
@Goren: I would urge you to accept....
OPS_Cailand says:
::wonders how K'laas is performing at the negotiations...if he is still using his old tactics::
Commodore_Ayso says:
@All: Perhaps a short recess is in order?
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@:;raises his arms:: All: Search me. I carry no weapons.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Timing.. it’s the timing... then its the paddling... harder... faster... there she is... grab her... she's yours.... you float to your feet and find your placing.... now she is winning... gotta take it back... ugh got it... it great.... faster... wind and ocean spray whipping your cheeks and shoulders... your high now.... you have conquered her..... you lie on your board.... and enjoy the rest of the ride.
CIV_Taal says:
@::raises eyebrow, wondering how they circumvented the security function on the transporters::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
ACTION: A SMALL TZENKETHI BLADE SLIPS TO THE FLOOR
FCO_Fa says:
::keeps her eyes on the sensors::  CO/CTO/CSO: Looks like trouble's over for now...
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: The situation on the surface doesn't seem to be on the extreme side of tense just normal; but my team will be keeping an eye out though. As for the Talarian ship acting hostile, there is no change there either, yet sir.
EO_Chapu says:
:: checks several other systems ::
XO_Eden says:
@::Tells the TO with her eyes to wait one moment, while she watches for Gorlen's answer::
T_CO_Gorlen says:
K'laas: Accept what?
CIV_Taal says:
@::draws phaser at the sight of the small blade::
OPS_Cailand says:
CO/CSO: I concur with the FCO.
TO_Usimov says:
@::letting XO know that it is all right to wait
OPS_Cailand says:
::types in a message to the FCO, sending it to her console....::
XO_Eden says:
@::Sees Lt. Taal out of the corner of her eye and signals for him to put the phaser away::
CSO_Shras says:
CTO: have they ceased their hostility, I am talking about the ships....?
CIV_Taal says:
@::puts phaser away at XO's request::
FCO_Fa says:
::casts her eyes over where a personal message is flashing, and opens it to read and raises her eyebrows as she looks over at the OPS::
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@::sees the knife fall: All: We accept the terms of the settlement for now.
OPS_Cailand says:
::her dark eyes lock onto the FCO's and no emotion is shown on her face... but through her eyes, there is something::
FCO_Fa says:
::grins and nods and glances over at the CSO and rolls her eyes a bit::
TO_Usimov says:
@::Bends down to pick knife up::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Counselor Bauer takes it out again:: COMPUTER: Eleven feet.
FCO_Fa says:
::quickly looks back at her console::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: No sir, they are still trying to provoke the Tzenkethi ship sir.
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@TO: That is a gift for you my dear. ::smiles::
OPS_Cailand says:
::moves her eyes slowly yet swiftly over the CSO, then back to her console::
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: The engines are looking good then?  The damages shouldn't be that extensive, should it?
TO_Usimov says:
@T_CO_Gorlen: I can't accept any gifts, sir.
OPS_Cailand says:
FCO: They are repaired for now, however if stress fractures form in the areas again, a more extensive repair may be necessary. Attention from it was drawn for other more demanding repair tasks. We are fortunate no serious permanent damage was caused.
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@TO: Then take this instead. ::leans over and pinches her::
EO_Chapu says:
:: goes around, checking each individual system ::
CSO_Shras says:
CO: Your opinion about warning shots between them?
TO_Usimov says:
@::holds hands behind back, as she wants to slap Gorlen::
XO_Eden says:
@Gorlen: Captain Gorlen, please refrain from harassing my tactical officer.  ::Glares some more::
FCO_Fa says:
OPS: That is good.  I don't know if we'll be at any starbase anytime soon.  But if we do, we should request the station personnel to do a full repair.
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@XO: Harassing? Oh no, that is a great compliment Commander.
TO_Usimov says:
@::thanks XO with eyes::
T_CO_Gorlen says:
@XO: Your tactical officer is very fine indeed.
OPS_Cailand says:
::eyes are scanning the room and her sensors:: FCO: At least a complete analysis of the Engine itself....hopefully myself and the engineers have not missed more damage caused by the stress of maintaining a perfectly stationary position. ::thinks and quickly runs a sensor sweep on the nacelles::
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
ACTION: THE NEGOTIATIONS TAKE A TURN FOR THE BETTER AS A RESULT OF THE KNIVES..... AND AFTER A WEEK OF HARD DISCUSSION, THE TWO WARRING NEIGHBORS DECIDE TO SETTLE A TREATY, A TENUOUS TREATY, ON A TRAL BASIS
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
ACTION: THE TWO SIDES LOOK TO THEIR ADVISORS, THE FEDERATION AND THE KLINGON, AND DECIDE, IF THEY CAN DO IT, SO CAN THEY......
Host Amb_Shurlok says:
=/\==/\==/\=END MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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